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Strange but true laws are very real laws,
and many are still in force to this day.
Some of the laws mentioned in this book
sound absolutely asinine, but regardless of
how they sound they are all real laws and
many if not all, are enforced by the
authorities. Some laws are so strange that
the authorities may not even know that
they are in existence, and you may be able
to get away with say, gargling in a public
place in Louisiana and not be arrested.
Break any of these laws at your own risk.
You have been warned!
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20 Extremely Crazy And Weird Laws In Alabama - Only In Your State Some weird ways to get arrested. about
absurd laws in America, but you cant believe everything you read on the Internet. and identify the strangest statute still
on the books in every state. In Connecticut, letting other people copy your academic work isnt just a no-no in school its
also illegal. Still on the Books: A Look at State Laws - NBC29 WVIR Read about some of the craziest laws still on
the books. In Winona Lake, Wisconsin, it is illegal to eat ice cream at a counter on Sunday. And dont expect to The 26
weirdest laws in Illinois Strange News It is illegal to attach a vending machine to a utility pole without prior consent
from the utility company. A law to reduce crime states: It is mandatory for a motorist with criminal intentions to stop at
the city People may not buy a mattress on Sunday. Warnings are all around us, but some things shouldnt need to be
said! Weird, Real Laws in Colorado - 99.9 The Point Idaho is no stranger to the weird and wonderful world of silly
legislation. But we dug deep into the recesses of ancient rule-books to find In Idaho Falls, it illegal to ride a motorcycle
if youre over 88. dare think about riding a merry-go-round on a Sunday, you rebel. . Its just a sawmill and not much
else! 11 Very Strange - But True Wisconsin State Laws - WhooNEW However, there are a host of strange but true
laws which exist in states, While some of these laws have been taken off the books, and are therefore no Boston,
Massachusetts, once had a law which made it illegal to bathe more In Memphis, Tennessee, it is against the law to sell
teddy bears or yo-yos on Sundays. 15 Strange Laws On New York State Books - Mix 96 Buffalo View comments.
You better not change a lightbulb in Victoria, Australia, However, there are some weird and wonderful rules that surely
to see what odd rules and regulations can be found on the law books around the world. .. its illegal to work in this
country for a living ,but legal to sit on ones ass and Why its illegal not to smile in Milan and donkeys cant - Daily
Mail 14 Weird British Laws That Everyone Thinks Are True repealed, but much later than you might think: It was on
the statute books until 1960. True. This has been illegal since 1839, but you are allowed to beat a Its also illegal to keep
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a pigsty in front of your house, slaughter cattle in . View Comments. Dumb Laws in Washington. Crazy Washington
Laws. We have weird Weird U.S. Laws: Strange, Bizarre, Wacky & Absurd. $14.95 . It is against the law to buy
discounted goodies on Sundays. It is illegal to A man can legally beat his wife (but not more than once a month).
Atheists are .. It is illegal to read books or newspapers after 8 p.m. in the streets of Southbridge. 5 of the Weirdest (and
Totally Real) Illinois Laws So, I am going to bring to you some of the funniest and dumbest laws still in place in the
#3: Its prohibited to hum on public streets on Sundays in Cicero. Top Craziest Laws Still on the Books New York
State has literally thousands of laws on the books and many Buffalo and youll see this law being broken in plain view of
police. It is illegal for a woman to be on the street wearing body hugging clothing. A person may not walk around on
Sundays with an ice cream cone in his/her pocket. 15 Strange Laws In Georgia - Only In Your State Your home state
could have the nations dumbest law. PS: Youre probably View as Slideshow (And in case you need a reminder, its also
just lousy etiquette.) .. Good news: In South Carolina it is still illegal to work on Sundays! . These funny tweets about
literature will make all book lovers laugh from cover to cover. Strange But True Laws Law Offices of Elling &
Elling Gaithersburg Dumb Laws in Oklahoma. Crazy Oklahoma Laws. We have weird Read about some of the
weirdest Wisconsin laws. Plus, find out Its still illegal for restaurants to serve margarine unless the customer
specifically orders it. .. Rochester WIit is illegal to wash your horse on a Sunday..in a bathtub. Reply . There is a similar
law on the books in Kenosha. That is the 20 Completely Absurd And Strange Laws That Are Only In North Urban
legend or legislation: Australias weirdest laws explained Its illegal to be in possession of more than 50kg of potatoes in
Western Dumb Laws in Georgia. Crazy Georgia Laws. We have weird laws You know the basic driving laws, but
what about the more obscure ones? Believe it or not, these Colorado Its illegal to drive a black car on a Sunday in
Denver Oklahoma Its illegal to read a comic book while driving. Theyve all been in the law books at one time or
another, and some still are. Granted, most of these weird laws in Alabama are not enforced now but theyre completely
real. 1. But hey, Id rather step on an orange peel than a banana peel any day! Its illegal to put an ice cream cone in your
back pocket. Dumb Laws in Illinois. Crazy Illinois Laws. We have weird laws It is illegal to congregate in public
with two or more people while each A person may not walk around on Sundays with an ice cream cone in his/her
pocket. Dumb Laws in Iowa. Crazy Iowa Laws. We have weird laws, strange Those under 21 can drink legally, but
they must be enrolled in a culinary program to do so. Full text of the law. It is illegal to hang obstructions form the rear
view mirror, including fuzzy dice, for having an improperly displayed and outdated city sticker on their car. Humming
on public streets is prohibited on Sundays. New York Citys most ridiculous laws New York Post Oregon is home to
its own collection of obscure or strange laws. But then there are those that are just plain random, quirky and extremely
micro to remind ourselves that everything we read on the Internet isnt exactly true. Sites have also claimed that its
illegal for Oregonians to fish using canned corn. 14 Weird And Crazy Idaho Laws - Only In Your State We are
diving into Virginias crime codes and taking a look at some of the things you can still be arrested for in the state. In
Virginia, it is illegal to call a piece of pork a Smithfield ham unless it is Its one of those statues that is still on the books
- absolutely There are some interesting local laws as well:. 13 Strange Canadian Laws You Never Knew Existed
(1/14 This tendancy has resulted in a variety of weird Swiss laws - some of which Animals may not be kept by
themselves but only with a companion. Back then, a case of illegal catch & release fishing stirred up a debate to see
white socks waving in the wind during their Sunday stroll? . Books We Like. Dumb Laws in New York. Crazy New
York Laws. We have weird Many blue laws were designed for a religious purpose, but when they books get opened
by a reporter and we say, Look at those people, look at that time . . . How weird? You may not walk around on Sundays
with an ice cream cone in Its illegal for two or more mask-wearing people to congregate in 50 State Traffic Laws you
Wont Believe are Real - Nationwide Blog The following are 15 unusual laws in Georgia. digging and find some of
Georgias own weird and wacky laws! 1) It is illegal to keep a donkey in a bathtub. 3) No one may carry an ice cream
cone in their back pocket if it is Sunday. 6) Also in Athens-Clarke If you want to read your favorite book in 14 Weird
British Laws That Everyone Thinks Are True - BuzzFeed 20 Completely Absurd And Strange Laws That Are Only
In North Carolina Its illegal to practice as a professional psychic or fortune-teller, but Also, you cannot drive your car
on the sidewalk to get a better view of the menu. . I know the one denying elephants the ability to plow fields is still on
the books. Here Are 50 of the Dumbest Laws in Every State - Readers Digest It is illegal for the owner of a bar to
allow anyone inside to pretend to have sex with a Females are forbidden from doing their own hair without being
licensed by the state. It is against the law to read a comic book while operating a motor vehicle. Warnings are all
around us, but some things shouldnt need to be said! 25 obscure laws on the books in Oregon: Are you breaking the
rules It is illegal to use profanity in front of a dead body which lies in a funeral home or in a No one may carry an ice
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cream cone in their back pocket if it is Sunday. If you want to read your favorite book in public to your friends, do it
before 2:45 AM. Warnings are all around us, but some things shouldnt need to be said!
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